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Some Boomers are visiting SEAsia for the first time but many are returning to
countries where they visited as students and backpackers several decades ago.
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Boomers visiting this region now may have more disposable income and are looking
for different experiences in the region.
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As travel health nurses (THNs) we always seek to customize our care – to the traveler
and to the itinerary. This presentation addresses some aspects of Boomer travel that
can alert the THN to important pre-travel issues for this generation of international
travelers.
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The slide lists the learning objectives for this presentation.
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This presentation will describe the Boomer population in the context of travel, review
some important aspects of the ageing process as it applies to this travel group and
destination, and then outline key considerations for the pre-travel and post-travel
encounter. Select references are shared with special focus on two IAMAT texts of
note.
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The Baby Boomers derive their generational name from their birthdates- when there
was a Boom in post WWII birthrates. It is a very large cohort that grows larger at a
rate of 10,000+ each day…Boomers span almost two decades in terms of their ages.
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Many Boomers still work full-time or part-time and remain very active in their careers
and communities. Typically they see their parents, who are often still alive, as the
“senior citizens.”
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The travel industry is now targeting this group very heavily sending out trip and tour
notices often weekly to this age group. College and universities as well as cruise lines
sponsor tours year round designed for this population. On tour company, Road
Scholar- previously known as Elderhostel- runs thousands of trips each year for
persons over 50.
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Boomers have more time and money for travel and typically take 5 trips domestically
or internationally every year. This is a group that rarely comes in for last minute pretravel care, but rather sometimes months ahead having researched their destination
extensively. Boomers often seek educational or cultural experiences, not just
destinations to “check off a list.”
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This slide lists some of the common reasons for Boomer travel. Some trips such as
voluntourism, medical tourism, VFR and the “Boomer Gap Year” (around the world
trips) pose additional health and safety risks- contacts with locals, contact with sick
persons, contact with animals, long duration, multiple countries, and potential risks
inherent in receiving health care in another country. Boomers may also fail to
recognize that the last time they visited this region they were in their 20’s or 30’s and
some adjustments to their current trips may need to be made based on their current
health status. Medical tourism grows more popular every year and a number of U.S.
insurance plans offer incentives for patients to receive elective surgery abroad. THNs
will want to keep up-to-date with this expansion of the travel market (another
presentation , for sure)
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To best serve the needs of a Boomer during the pre-travel encounter, I suggest the
THN focus on three elements: 1) your mindset and attitude towards this age group
and the language you choose to use when talking with these travelers 2)awareness of
important age-related issues that should be addressed in the assessment and
counseling phases of the visit and 3) the need to combine the traditional assessment
and care plan elements of a pre-travel visit to SEAsia with additional Boomer
considerations. Much as the THN would customize a visit for a pediatric patient or a
woman who is pregnant, Boomers will benefit from “specialized” care.
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Many providers lump all travelers over age 60 into one group. We see it when we
hear about hesitancy to give YF vaccine to a 61 year old going to Yellow Fever Belt
regions. In reality Boomers are much more diverse that even younger generations in
terms of physical health. Clinicians need to follow the wise recommendation of
Irmgard Bauer, our Australian colleague who suggests that when caring for this group
we provide “person-appropraite, not age-appropriate care. For a moment think of
three adutls you know in their 60’s. If they are anything like the three I am thinking of,
I imagine they have very different health profiles- some retired and rather inactive,
others taking on new career responsibilities and engaging in adventure trips the
world over. One just had a knee replacement, but the other two are training for
marathons. Boomers do not see themselves in terms of chronological age. You will
frequently hear them say “I sure don’t feel 66 or 72 or whatever.” THNs can
successfully work with these travelers if the nurses focuses on the subjective “feelage” of their patient. “Elderly” is not a term well accepted by Boomers- not even
“seniors.” AARP has changed their whole messaging to Boomers- that R used to be
reserved for “Retired.” The latest ads revamp the letters to mean “Real Possibilities.”
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Boomers at every age, no matter how they may view their age, do experience some
of the physiological changes of the ageing process. If the THN knows about typical
changes for this generation, then the nurse can help the Boomer plan a trip that takes
these changes into consideration.
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Here is simple list of health issues that can affect anyone ages 55 to 72. The very
helpful Older Traveller text (listed in resources at the end of the presentation)
shown on this slide has a few wonderful short chapters that go into these changes
with the kind of detail that will help the THN when rapidly assessing and counseling
Boomers. I have included some that will have particular relevance for any travel to
the hot, humid countries of SEAsia: dehydration risk and heat risks, as well as jet lag
from the very long flights from the U.S., and potential dangers when the traffic in
cities such as Saigon and Bangkok are encountered by Boomers with sensory deficits
(hearing, sight) and gait and balance issues.
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Research on Boomer travel is woefully inadequate but this 2012 GeoSentinel report
does highlight some of the diagnoses that are seen more commonly in the Boomer
population of returning travelers. The AARP data shows that Boomers plan to keep
traveling as long as the money is there, their health permits it, and security is not a
concern.
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Here are some important questions to always include in the pre-travel assessment of
this group. A SEAsia destination usually involves a very long flight- sometimes more
than 20 hours. Any history of VTE must be assessed, and if reported a referral to a
vascular specialist may be warranted. Please do include questions and counseling
around sexuality and do not rule out pregnancy without knowing a woman has had
13 months without menses. Co-morbidities- blood pressure, Afib, RA, etc- should be
stable before undertaking a trip this far from their U.S. primary care provider or
specialist. Boomers should not be in the midst of interventional dental work- implants
and the like. Be sure to ask about all drugs- Rx and OTC as well as herbal and check
for any contraindications with travel meds for this journey such as malaria
medications, TD antibiotics, etc. With more disposable income Boomers may be
staying at 4 or 5 star accommodations that may provide a sometimes false sense of
protection from some of the typical risks of this region. They still need to understand
the bloodborne pathogen risks of manicures, potential dietary hazards of cut fruit,
and the possibility of mosquito exposures with very elaborate but open-to the
outdoor resort rooms.
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Boomers will often come in earlier for their pre-travel care than other travel groups
(e.g., students, business) so the THN may have the time needed to evaluate capacity
if needed and communicate with primary care providers if the assessment raises
issues about fitness to travel to this world region. This slide has some key areas for
your attention.
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Although CDC and other commercial database resources highlight special issues for
some travelers, such as women who are pregnant and cruise passengers, Boomer
issues are not routinely addressed. THNs will need to access information about this
travel population in other ways. This is one of the reasons this presentation was
requested and developed.
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Increasingly tour companies provide information in their brochures to alert travelers
to potential issues for walking or sitting. Boomers with musculoskeletal conditions or
issues of fatigue can find these explanations helpful when selecting a tour. Cruises, of
course have always been very popular with an older travel population but keep in
mind motion sickness, risk of falls and fractures with steep ship stairs or choppy seas,
possibility of norovirus outbreaks. While cruises have medical personnel on board,
they are not floating pharmacies so passengers should always carry an extra supply of
all meds.
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Not surprisingly, Boomers often lack up-to-date immunization records. They are a
generation that may need to change primary care providers due to changes in
insurance, including Medicare coverage. THNs are familiar with this challenge for
almost every traveling adult post college. The issue also arises as to vaccine efficacy in
persons over age 60. Most vaccine clinical trials have that age as a cut off and while
we offer these vaccines through the lifespan, the data about efficacy may be sparse
or lacking, especially for some of the travel vaccines that are infrequently offered /
needed. Boomers often need TdaP boosters and less than 25% have received their
Heparitis A seies unless they have traveled to risk areas previously. Most Boomers
age out for MMR and Varicella. THNs caring for this population will want to educate
and provide influenza, shingles and the two pneumococcal vaccines as may be
needed. Although most U.S. Boomers have received many vaccines in the past they
may have questions about vaccination value given current anti-vaxx massaging. Be
sure to use this opportunity to reinforce the importance of immunizations. Also the
safety of receiving more than one vaccine at a visit as some primary care providers
now space out injections for insurance purposes.
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On this slide you will see some comments from Jay Keystone regarding vaccine
efficacy in the older traveler (which includes all ages 55+). THNs now know that
rabies and JE vaccines are available in Asia at much lower costs and some have other
distinct advantages over U.S. options (Imojev for example). To locate a clinic offering
these vaccines a THN can use the ISTM Global Clinic Directory. A recent family of four
biking through South Korea for six weeks obtained Imojev for the whole family at an
ISTM clinic in Seoul for $95 per traveler.
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This slide highlights some of the priority counseling points for known health and
safety risks for SEAsia travel.
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This slide highlights additional areas for counseling that are important for Boomers to
this region. If these travelers have health issues then they may want to consider
purchasing not only travel assistance insurance, but also trip cancellation and medical
coverage insurance for costs abroad. If they use Medicare as their primary insurance,
it does not apply internationally. Consider offering large print handouts for some
patients and extending visit time to allow for more conversations: Boomers usually
have loads of travel stories to share 
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Post-travel Boomers may present with fewer symptoms or different symptoms, such
as a lower temp fever. Also THNs must r/o that the health issue is not related to this
trip…
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Excellent advice for THNs! We can add much to the success of a Boomer trip.
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IAMAT publishes two soft cover books that are excellent resources for this population
of travelers. The Older Traveller has many excellent chapters that address: Healthy
Travel is a new, small companion text meant for the traveler.
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I hope this presentation has provided you with some helpful information for a
population of travelers who many of you will see more and more in your clinic. I
welcome your questions. Gail Rosselot
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